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12 devices
Dual Duty Teaching Easel
(FTT301 or for syncing FTT301-USB)

10 devices
Tech Tub2® 
(FTT1100 or 
for syncing 
FTT1100-USB)

6 devices 10 - 12 devices 20 - 32 devices

Tubs are 
permanently 
connected
together 

Check compatibility charts
See individual product pages 
at copernicused.com

How many devices do 
you have? 

How are the devices being used? 
Stay in class - see below 
Throughout a school - see next page

1 2 3

For devices that stay in the classroom

10 iPads®
Original Tech Tub® -
syncs iPads®
(TEC1000)

6 devices
Original Tech Tub® -

holds iPads®, 
Chromebooks 
and other devices 
(TEC600C)

6 devices
Lower priced Tech Tub® Standard
Same features as the TEC600C, but 
without the locking block and pin (TEC601C)

6 devices
Dual Duty Teaching Easel
(FTT302)

6 devices
Tech Tub2® - holds
iPads®, Chromebooks™
and other tablets 
(FTT700)

24 devices
Tech Tub2® Modular Cart (FTT724
or for syncing FTT724-USB)

24 devices
(FTT700 x 4)

30 devices
(FTT1100 x 3 or for syncing 
FTT1100-USB)

4 x 3 x

Modular Cart System

Tub combos

Deployment tip:
Placing individual tubs throughout a classroom can reduce 
deployment bottlenecks and is more cost effective than a cart.

32 devices
Tech Tub2® Modular Cart (FTT732
or for syncing FTT732-USB)

20 / 24 / 32 devices
Dual Duty Teaching Easels
20 devices (FTT320)
24 devices (FTT324)
32 devices (FTT300) (FTT300-USB)

Pick the right Tech Tub® solution in three steps!
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6 devices
Tech Tub2® Trolley - 
holds iPads®, 
Chromebooks™
and other tablets
(FTT706)

10 devices
Tech Tub2® Trolley
(FTT2010 or 
for syncing 
FTT2010-USB)

30 devices
Tech Tub2® Trolley
(FTT2010 x 3 or
for syncing
FTT2010-USB) )

3 x

Modular Cart System

6 devices 10 devices 24 - 32 devices

Check compatibility charts
See individual product pages 
at copernicused.com

How many devices do 
you have?            

How are the devices being used?
Stay in class - see previous page 
Throughout a school - see below

1 2 3

For devices that move throughout a school

Tubs are 
permanently 
connected
together 

24 devices
Tech Tub2® Modular Cart
(FTT724 or for syncing 
FTT724-USB)

32 devices
Tech Tub2® Modular Cart
(FTT732 or for syncing 
FTT732-USB)

Pick the right Tech Tub® solution in three steps!

*The only exception to our lifetime warranty coverage 
is on whiteboards which carry a five year warranty and 
a replacement program, that is available after the 
warranty period.

We now offer a lifetime We’ve Got Your 
Back Warranty on everything we make!*
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